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1 Teaching Philosophy

As an economics instructor I’m committed to helping my students grow not only intellectu-

ally but also personally. I believe that as instructors we can make real changes in the students

that we interact with. When teaching is at its best you can develop a personal connection and

take on a mentorship role, but even at a minimum you hope to make them a more critical

thinker and better able to operate in the world that surrounds them. When students leave

my principles of microeconomics course they should understand thinking on the margin and

implicit costs and benefits that occur in their everyday life. After my statistics course stu-

dents will know how to perform data analysis and more importantly be able to understand and

interpret the results they find.

My academic history is rooted in the liberal arts experience. As a student, I attended a

college where the student faculty ratio was about 11/1. Much of the learning came from close

interactions with faculty in class and in office hours. I try to emulate that no matter where I

teach. I use a variety of teaching methods to help connect with the students and to have the

students connect with the material. The courses that are the most successful are the ones where

I’m able to make these connections, which means not only being available in the classroom but

also outside of it as well.

I have taught in a variety of formats including smaller summer courses and larger semester

classes as well as online. I’ve been able to teach at a large university at the University of

Kentucky as well as currently at a smaller liberal arts school, Berea College. Working as a

visiting instructor at Berea College has given me the academic freedom to design my own

courses and explore different teaching methods that integrate with the school’s high-touch

philosophy. I’ve been challenged to find ways to connect with the college’s diverse student

body that draws from many disadvantaged communities.

When lecturing I use a combination of lecture slides and writing the material on the board

depending on which is more appropriate for the material. Throughout the lecture, I’ll engage

the students in think-pair-share exercises where I ask them to work out a question with a

neighbor and then discuss the results as a class. Other days I’ll flip the classroom entirely by

assigning students some piece of real world, multimedia such as tables and figures or a video or

even a podcast. I follow it up with group discussion, class debate, or taking the material and

putting it into the context of our models through problem solving.

I believe students learn the most when they are explaining ideas to other students or back

to me. For this reason I love the semester long group projects that I do in my statistics course.

The projects get students working and talking together and I get to interact closely with them

as they complete what is likely their first empirical project. The project takes them from the

beginning of the course material to the very end, so they get to apply everything that we do in

the course to a topic that they’re interested in. At the end, the students present their findings

to me in the form of a research paper and they give a presentation to the other students. During

the presentations, students are graded on their own presentation as well as their ability to ask

insightful questions about other presented research.

Though my experience thus far is with smaller class sizes, there are ways to translate the

same ideas to large classes as well. Think-pair-share exercises can be still be done with neighbors
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but responses are recorded with clickers. The multimedia material can be discussed in detail

with other classmates on an online forum on the student’s own time. The semester long group

project can be broken down into one to two week long group empirical projects where the

students work together with given data to come up with the right model and interpretation.

My teaching is far from a completed project, and I’m always looking for ways to improve.

Every year I’ve attended the University of Kentucky Teaching Workshop, which has recently

hosted Justin Wolfers and Dean Karlan, to enhance my effectiveness in the classroom. I gain

knowledge from not only the sessions but also just discussing teaching with like-minded profes-

sors. This past year I spent my lunch talking with others about the best way to teach utility

theory in a principles of microeconomics course. In the classroom I administer anonymous

mid-semester evaluations, so that I can improve the course that semester instead of waiting for

feedback at the end. I continually modify my teaching style and techniques based upon student

and peer evaluations, discussions with colleagues such as these.

2 Teaching Evaluations

Table 1: Teaching Evaluation Summary

Course (Semester) Course Teaching Class Size Response Rate
Quality Quality

Principles of Microeconomics
4.01/5 4.20/5 15 0.93

(Summer 2015)
Principles of Microeconomics

3.66/5 3.89/5 58 0.47
(Fall 2015, Online)
Principles of Microeconomics

3.18/5 3.29/5 46 0.52
(Spring 2016, Online)
Math Camp for PhD Students

4.00/5 4.00/5 15 0.80
(Summer 2016, Informal)
Intermediate Microeconomics

4.25/5 4.58/5 12 1.00
(Summer 2017)
Economics and Business Statistics

4.50/5 4.90/5 10 1.00
(Summer 2018)
Principles of Microeconomics

3.90/5 3.90/5 28 0.93
(Fall 2018, Berea College)
Applied Statistics

4.00/5 4.20/5 29 0.97
(Fall 2018, Berea College)

Full teaching evaluations are available upon request.
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3 Course Descriptions

3.1 University of Kentucky

– ECO 201: Principles of Eco I (Microeconomics)

The study of the allocation of scarce resources from the viewpoint of individual economic

units. Topics include household and firm behavior, competitive pricing of goods and re-

sources, and monopoly power.

– Math Camp for Incoming Graduate Students

A review of mathematics required for graduate level study in economics. Topics include

a review of functions, single and multi-variable differentiation, single and multi-variable

integration, unconstrained and constrained optimization, the implicit function theorem,

the envelope theorem, linear algebra, and proofs.

– ECO 401: Intermediate Microeconomic Theory

An analysis of the behavior of consumers and firms, price determination, various market

structures, and income distribution.

– ECO 391: Economics and Business Statistics

A survey of statistical techniques relevant to modern economics and business, with major

emphasis on correlation and regression, Bayesian decision theory, index numbers, time

series analysis, and forecasting models.

3.2 Berea College

– ECO 102: Principles of Microeconomics

An introduction to exchange processes, price and output determination, and alternative

market structures, both in the product and resource markets. Additional topics include

the role of government, public goods, income distribution, and resource or environmental

economics.

– ECO 250: Applied Statistics

Selected statistical methods applied to economic and business data. Methods include

data-based techniques of graphical display, descriptive statistics, simple probability mod-

els based on random variables, one and two sample inference on means and proportions,

analysis of variance, correlation, and regression.
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4 Select Student Comments

– Presented the material in an interesting way. Provided a lot of real life examples for each

concept covered, which was helpful.

– Strengths: He provides multiple examples for each subject. He makes the class enjoyable.

– Cody did an amazing job as a teacher this summer session. He taught the material in an

effective manner where it was easily understandable. He also provided the class with a

ton of relatable real-life examples which tremendously helped me get through the class.

– Cody did a fantastic job teaching this course. Despite this course being five days a week

for two hours, it was interesting and that is in part to his lecturing skills. I enjoyed the

group work and some of the outside reading we did in class because it was a welcome

break to pure lecturing. It was also nice that he welcomed outside comments and questions

during the lecture and was consistently available for office hours as well as being prompt in

returning grades and emails. Grading was fair and the test questions were very consistent

with the material studied in class.

– This class is important/relevant for most any major because it helps individuals become

aware of the costs and benefits of their decisions, as well as the type of economy they live

in.

– Cody is a concise speaker and is an effective educator in the online format.

– This was an online class but Cody Vaughn was also readily available over email to discuss

any questions I had on homework problems. Also, he offered in-person review sessions

where he answered questions very well and often with diagrams, explaining things differ-

ently than they were originally presented.

– Cody did a great job of communicating through instructure [University of Kentucky

CMS]. He provided information on upcoming assignments, reminders, and suggestions

on preparing for the exams.

– Did a great job at providing plenty of materials that we could look at to help us learn

since it is an online class. Also did a great job of trying to find ways to help everyone

learn, even though we all learn in different ways, especially since we weren’t sitting in

class getting lectured.

– Great instructor, really cared for students. helpful reminders were sent about assignments

due.

– Really helpful in office hours and during class. Always prepared and really worked with

students to figure out best ways to teach and move forward with the class. I worked a lot

one on one with teacher and it was immensely helpful

– Teacher/Student Communication: In this class we covered a great deal of topics. However,

professor Vaughn made a great effort to answer every question until it was fully resolved.
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I have yet to be in a class where so many questions were asked and I believe this is a

direct result of how comfortable we were

– This was a model for how every college course should operate. This course covered a lot of

material and daily two hour lecture is not exactly thrilling during the Summer. However,

I was never bored, scared to ask a question, or felt I was being graded unfairly. While

there was certainly respect as a professor that was demanded, it felt like we were being

taught by a student in the sense that we cared about our grades equally.

– Cody has been one of my best professors while I’ve been at UK. His considerations to

our class prepared us for each exam. He is very easy to get into contact with, also he

challenged to not think just what our exam grades would be but making us interpret

data into a way that made us think beyond our class material. He seemed very easy to

communicate with during class, keeping my peers and I involved throughout each lesson.

– Cody is a really great teacher. In our review of the prerequisite statistics class, I feel

like I understood the material so much better than when I originally took that class. He

presents things very clearly and can explain things so that they are easy to understand,

– Cody is hands down the BEST instructor I have ever had. I have taken this class before

did terribly and with some clear instruction I now expect to get an A. It is actually crazy

that I understand most of what is going on.

– The professor was able to made the class actually fun, which is definitely a plus.

– Shows real world problems, funny, really good at explaining, answers questions, organized,

good assignments. Overall great!

– He is very engaged with the students and focuses on the class as much as he does the

content. He also teaches very well and makes things easy to understand.

– Cody expected a high level of performance from us and offered challenges in class in his

concepts and questions he asked. The homework always made me consider what I was

learning. His lectures were always engaging and relevant.

– I feel like he knows A LOT when it comes to his subject. His strength is being able to

teach it in a way that we all can understand it at our level of understanding

– Professor utilizes a variety of methods for teaching students, and creates multiple ways

to practice and approach problems. His examples are relatable and easy to apply to the

real world.

– You had such a way of making this class interesting and fun. I think that because of your

clear, concise instruction, I was able to cultivate an interest in and basic understanding

of economics. You were great at bringing different examples in order to help explain and

were efficient at keeping the class engaged.

– I learned a lot about economics. It was very helpful, and now I’m able to use this learning

outside of the classroom.
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– The workload was good and kept people thinking outside of class. I learned a lot and

enjoyed see math with a reason. I am going to try to minor in economics now.

– I learned an exceptional amount in this class. Cody did great. I think my statistics skills

have significantly improved

– Learned the process of how to come to statistic conclusions about the world. Class was

very beneficial as many of the concepts I actually used in my investment analysis class.

– He is very amazing. I really liked the book that he used and he did a good job of

explaining. He was also always available to meet outside of class

– He explains really well and always has great notes for students. We did practice problems

and he would ask us to try them on our own before finally giving us homework. His

grading was also fair. I also loved the projects he gave

– Initially, I was intimidated about taking this course. However, because of how the course

was framed and taught, I became confident in my abilities to learn and succeed in the

class.

– Professor Vaughn was very thorough going over the course material. He always listed out

the necessary steps to each problem and gave multiple real life examples to show us how

to work things through. He also gave us problems in class so we could ask for help if we

were stuck. The feedback he gives on group projects explained exactly what we needed

to do improve our work and was very helpful.

– He makes everything he teaches understandable to those who are not math/business/econ

majors

– very easy to approach for questions and can relate to a college student very well

– He’s great!
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